
EXAM QUESTIONS ON ACADEMIC WRITING SKILLS

Practise for your IELTS Writing Test with our free practice test. IELTS for UKVI and Life Skills practice tests Â· Free
IELTS mobile apps Â· Tips and videos You will be allowed 1 hour to complete two tasks in the IELTS Academic Writing
test. At the end of the test, hand in both the question paper and your answer booklet .

Make sure you have attempted all mandatory questions and have numbered your answers. Time yourself and
allow just one hour to complete both parts of the test. Look through the questions to see what topics are
covered and check the wording carefully. Then burn that one, too, and write one more. Show them what your
essay will look like, and you may still get marks for it even if you don't finish. Your plan, introduction and
first few paragraphs will show that you can right in the essay style It is more important to show what you
know and how you can think of coherent, logical arguments than to write perfect paragraphs and conclusions.
To avoid this: Re-read the questions and circle key words Analyse the wording of the question Work out the
type of response required: Is it an essay? What new and exciting things did you discover as a result of doing
the course? Does it require a diagram? Write a reflective piece complaining about the ideas you struggle with -
a blog post or a diary entry, or a letter to a friend. It can be calming when under pressure to have a timetable in
mind. Talk about them to your classmates, but also talk to people who don't know anything about the subject -
introduce them to the concepts and ideas. It's all about thinking on your feet, and this is where a solid
understanding of the essay structure can really help. Use the questions as an excuse to show off your
knowledge and your ability to make connections between ideas. What will you "conclude" in your conclusion?
Start with: A plan. For detailed advice and activities on how to interpret questions see our Interpreting your
assignment activity. If you haven't used them after a few years, feel free to burn them. If there aren't any Past
Exam papers for your subject, look at some of the study questions raised in the lectures or readings and use
them instead. In the actual test you will do your writing in an answer booklet. The two parts of this practice
Writing test are presented on two separate web pages. File your notes - don't destroy them or throw them
away. A good introduction will be your essay in miniature, and can be the most important part of an exam
essay. Further reading The key to good exam writing is to take your time. If you start catastrophising the exam
questions just ask yourself: "If I can't answer this question correctly, will someone blow up a bus full of nuns
and puppies in a prep-school playground? It is tempting to rush in, but taking time to read the paper in full,
analyse your questions, and make a short plan will help you to stay on track. Use the strategies you've read
about - answer the exam questions on purpose. Revise the day after learning something Revise it again a week
later One month after that second revision, revise it for a third time Do a forth and final revision at the end of
the term to ensure the knowledge is permanently embedded in your mind. Take a look at our example of an
exam timetable PDF.


